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Abstract

There is a lack of modeling capacity to identify the true capabilities of residential pro-

sumers (households consuming and generating electricity) to contribute to deep decar-

bonization and electrification of large-scale energy systems. As a step to bridge this gap,

we propose an integrated simulation model to assist a policy-maker in the definition of

optimal tariff policies for residential prosumers. Using artificial intelligence and opti-

mization methods, the model simulates the transformation of conventional consumers

into prosumers under a given energy policy for a given jurisdiction. The model is geo-

graphically scalable and can cover a jurisdiction of national, provincial or municipal level,

depending on a policy-maker needs. We apply the model to the case of Ontario and ob-

tain a quantification of different indicators resulting from the integration of photovoltaic

generation and battery storage in households for a long-term horizon from 2021 to 2050.

The model quantifies total installed capacities of renewable energy sources and batteries,

total renewable energy generation by prosumers, carbon savings, electricity affordability,

and system reliability.

Resumé

Un des défis actuels est l’absence de modèles capables d’identifier le vrai potentiel des

auto-consommateurs résidentiels (ménages consommateurs et producteurs d’électricité)

pour contribuer à la profonde décarbonisation et à l’électrification des systèmes énergétiques.

Comme un pas pour combler cet écart, nous proposons un modèle de simulation intégré

pour aider un décideur politique dans la définition des tarifs optimaux pour des consom-

mateurs résidentiels. En appliquant des méthodes d’intelligence artificielle et d’optimisation,

le modèle simule la transformation des consommateurs conventionnels en auto-consommateurs

sous une politique énergétique donnée et pour une juridiction donnée. Le modèle est

géographiquement évolutif et est capable de couvrir une juridiction du niveau national,

provincial ou municipal en fonction de besoins du décideur politique. Le modèle appliqué

à la province d’Ontario aide à évaluer différents indicateurs résultant de l’intégration

des sources d’énergie renouvelable et du stockage dans les ménages pour un horizon

à long terme de 2021 au 2050. Le modèle quantifie les capacités totales de sources

d’énergie renouvelable et de stockage, l’énergie totale renouvelable générée par des auto-

consommateurs, la quantité d’émissions de carbone évitée, l’accessibilité financière de
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1 Policy-maker decision-support framework

The integrated decision-support framework used in this work is described in Figure 1a.

It is based on an agent-based model (ABM) of the energy system (Figure 1b). The

framework guides a policy-maker through these various steps from inputs definition and

data collection to an analysis of various models outcomes. The policy pathway refers

here to the economic and financial measures, i.e, electricity tariffs (rates and charges),

subsidies, incentives, renewable energy sources (RES) operation plans, which affect the

electricity bill or RES installed and operation costs.

As a preliminary step, a user (policy-maker) defines global energy system objectives

by relying on a long-term vision. The focus of this report is on the energy system

electrification and deep decarbonization. The framework helps a policy-maker to assess

potential contributions of small-scale residential prosumers in achieving this long-term

vision. A policy-maker may simulate the impact of different tariffs (rates and charges),

subsidies, incentives and RES connection plans on prosumers of a given jurisdiction

prior to the policy implementation in situ. At Step 1, a potential policy pathway is

proposed. At Step 2, the required data is collected from the available databases. The

inputs from both steps are used to feed the decision-support model and to obtain results.

At Step 3, results are analyzed from a policy-maker’s perspective of global objectives

for energy system electrification and decarbonization goals. A policy pathway, defined

at Step 1, may stimulate prosumers to invest in RES and contribute to the vision of

energy system electrification and deep decarbonization. However, a policy pathway may

also lead to some undesirable effects, such as high policy cost, electricity affordability

and reliability issues, over the development of RES capacities and eventual prosumers’

disconnection from the grid. In this report we focus on model outcomes quantified

through KPI illustrated in Figure 1a and discussed in Section 4 . Note that for analysis

with different focus these KPI may account for other social, economic and environmental

indicators. The model generates detailed maps of the jurisdiction showing year-by-year

evolution of households strategies, i.e., transformation of conventional consumers into

prosumers in different locations. If some sensitive locations in a considered jurisdiction

are identified, the local impact of a given policy may be evaluated closely. The decision-

making pattern of a typical household in each location is accessible and can be further

analyzed to address the following questions: When will a household deploy RES and

storage technologies, with which capacity, and under what conditions? How will these

capacities be used, i.e., what is the optimal power dispatch in a household? Eventually,

if the simulation results do not contribute to the global objectives, a policy-maker may

adjust the policy pathway and repeat the simulation.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1: Policy-maker integrated decision-support framework: a) abstract representa-
tion of energy system modeled with ABM and b) procedure for policy optimality check.
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The ABM is built using an artificial intelligence technique known as an intelligent

agent (IA). IAs can sense the operational conditions, interact with their environment,

communicate with other stakeholders, and make autonomous decisions. The IA is thus

a perfect virtual representation of an individual decision-maker, such as a household.

In this study, local distribution company (LDC) and the grid operator are used only

to communicate policy decisions (tariffs) to consumers defined by a model user. The

implementation of the decision-making process in models of LDCs and the grid operator

may be done as a future extension (see Section 6 for more details).

The household decision-support model combines strategic and operational planning.

The detailed mathematical model is presented in Appendix B.2. It uses inputs defined

by a policy-maker to simulate a progressive transformation of household conventional

consumer into prosumer through the following stages: (i) a conventional consumer, (ii) a

prosumer with photovoltaic (PV) arrays (and its progressive expansion), (iii) a prosumer

with integrated electric battery for higher self-sufficiency and, finally, (iv) an off-grid

prosumer with seasonal storage (Figure 2).

The consumer decision-support model is based on the minimization of total household

expenses for electricity over a long-term planning horizon typically of several decades.

The household expenses include two types of costs. Capital investments for the de-

ployment of on-site technologies (such as PV modules, electric battery and hydrogen

seasonal storage), technologies maintenance and potential replacement costs are decided

by the strategic decision model. The electricity bill and avoided costs (i.e., electricity

costs avoided due to self-generation and self-consumption) are decided by the operational

planning model. The operational model optimizes household power dispatch depending

on the available on-site technologies while ensuring a power balance. For an on-grid

household it optimizes on an hourly basis the optimal power to be purchased from the

grid, used from the locally installed PV array, and/or charged and discharged to/from

the battery. If the strategic model decides to deploy a seasonal storage and go off-grid,

the operational model takes care of the seasonal storage dispatch. The decision-support

model accounts for the economies of scale (EoS), i.e., the potential reduction in invest-

ment and operational cost based on the PV capacity expansion, and the discount factor

to define the value of future cash flows.
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Figure 2: Household decision-support model inputs and results.

2 History of pricing policy for residential consumers

in Ontario

This section provide a policy context for Ontario. The pricing policy of a jurisdiction

defines the total electricity bill that a consumer pays each month. In Ontario, a monthly

electricity bill has the following structure:

Electricity bill =
[
Consumption · Electricity rate︸ ︷︷ ︸

energy and power cost

+Consumption · Transmission rate︸ ︷︷ ︸
transmission cost

+ Fixed service charges+ Consumption ·Distribution rate︸ ︷︷ ︸
distribution cost

−Rebate
]

+ Taxes

(1)
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The bill is composed of energy, transmission and distribution costs. These amounts

depend on the annual charges and rates adopted by electricity retailers and the Ontario

Energy Board (OEB). This section discusses current trends for different rates and charges.

The detailed analysis of different costs contributions to the total electricity bill may be

found in [1].

2.1 Cost of energy
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Figure 3: Historical electricity rates in Ontario [2].

Figure 3 presents the evolution of Ontario’s time-of-use (TOU) and tier rate for the

last 12 years. From July 2017 to April 2018 the government subsidized an ”artificial”

reduction of electricity rates while the OEB reset electricity rates”in a way that holds

increases to the rate of inflation” (the rate drop, stagnation and increase can be seen

in Figure 3). The effect of the Ontario Fair Hydro Plan Act, 2017, ended on October

31, 2019, generating a sudden increase in electricity rates. The TOU rates were 0.101,

0.144 and 0.208 CAD/kWh for off-, mid- and on-peak, respectively [2]. To offset this

increase the Government of Ontario introduced the Ontario Electricity Rebate (OER),

a 31.8% reduction applied to the pre-HST amount of eligible consumer’s bills (lower

rebates applied from January 1, 2017 to October 31, 2019 (8%) and from 2011 through

2015 (10%)) [2].
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The rates in the period between spring 2020 and winter 2021 were affected by the

COVID-19 measures [2]. During the first wave, temporary relief in the form of a fixed

electricity price to support Ontario’s households was introduced on March 24, 2020. On

June 1, 2020 a fixed electricity price was made effective to support consumers while

planning the safe and gradual re-opening of the province. Following the re-opening, the

electricity rates skyrocketed overcoming the rates of November 2019 with on-peak rate

reaching 0.217 CAD/kWh [2]. The second wave of the pandemic brought back down

these rates with the introduction of another temporary relief on the form of fixed rates

effective since January 1, 2021.

2.2 Grid fixed and variable charges

Grid fees are subject to the different tariff schemes adopted by different LDCs responsi-

ble for distributing power from transmission lines to the final consumers. These LDCs

usually provide power in a specific service area around a city or a community and its

neighborhood. In addition, a large power distribution provider with over 1.1 million cus-

tomers covers the rest of the province and supplies electricity to low-density and remote

areas. Figure 4 reports the cities, communities and districts associated with different

LDCs (and different tariff schemes).

2.2.1 Transmission cost

Transmission cost is the sum of two rates: the network service rate, and the line and

transformation connection service rate. On average, the network rate and the connection

rate increased by 24% and 4.2%, respectively, for the last 12 years [3].

2.2.2 Distribution cost

Distribution fees are mostly composed of the fixed service charge (Figure 5a) and the

distribution volumetric rate (Figure 5b). While the transmission rates are almost the

same for all residential consumers in Ontario, the delivery rates vary by different LDCs.

Figure 5 presents average residential year-round rates, and several rates for medium- and

low-density areas for cities and communities in Ontario [3].

Starting in 2015 an important charge was observed in the delivery rate tariff scheme:

fixed service charges start to increase while variable charges decrease. This trend becomes

pronounced after 2015. On average, during last 12 years fixed service charge gained

around 40% (that represents around 3% of annual increase), while variable charges de-

creases by 25%. Note that the fixed charges alone represent between 13% and 35% of
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Figure 4: Cities, communities and districts associated with different electricity distribu-
tion areas for 2018.
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the total electricity bill in different distribution areas.
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Figure 5: Historical distribution grid fees for residential consumers in cities and commu-
nities of Ontario for the period 2006-2019 [3] for a) monthly fixed service charges and b)
variable volumetric charges.

2.3 Distributed renewable energy sources - options for pro-

sumer

According to the OEB, the final feed-in-tariff (FIT) application period was held in 2016

after which the Independent Energy System Operator (IESO) ceased accepting applica-

tions [4]. The net metering scheme became the alternative to FIT allows to send the

local difference between RES generated energy and consumed energy back to the grid

in exchange for credits that can be carried over to future bills for up to 12 months [5].

Typically 1 kWh of PV generation injected in the grid is granted a credit of 1 kWh

of utility generated electricity in future bills. To participate in this scheme residential

consumers are switched from TOU rates to tier rates for both kWhs injected and used

to/from the grid (see Figure 3) [6].
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2.4 Ad hoc changes in legislation

The continuously increasing electricity rates and consequent impossibility for growing

number of consumers to pay their bills forced energy legislation onto the Ontario gov-

ernment agenda. The major updates introduced through the Fair Hydro Plan starting

from July 2017 [7] are concerned with the reduction of electricity rates, the application

of various reliefs and rebates [7], and the introduction of tax-credit programs [8]. The

Fair Hydro Plan was funded through a refinancing of a portion of the global adjustment

(GA) cost, which in turn is to be recovered through a new charge on electricity bills

called Clean Energy Adjustment (to appear in 2020) [7]. The Fair Hydro Plan added

approximately 4 billion CAD in borrowing costs to Ontario and in 2019 the new govern-

ment aims to improve relief rate structure and billing transparency [9]. One of the new

legislative intentions is to hold the average bill increase to the rate of inflation starting

from May 1, 2019 [9]. This is achieved by the introduction of a new OER, mentioned

in Section 2.1, which is subject to a regular reevaluation. For example, on November

1, 2020, it was increased from 31.8% to 33.2% [10] and on January 1, 2021, the rebate

regulation was amended by striking out “33.2 per cent” and substituting “21.2 per cent”

[11].

2.5 Assumptions

The assumptions for this study and report are the following:

• “Conventional consumer” refers to the classical consumer without locally installed

RES and connected to the grid. “Prosumer” is the consumer with locally installed

RES (in our case, PV array) and connected to the grid under net metering scheme

[6]. “Advanced prosumer”, is a consumer with locally installed PV and electric

battery, and also connected to the grid under net metering scheme. For simplicity

the term “on-grid” is also used. The terms “off-grid” and “disconnection” are both

used in this report to mean the physical disconnection from the grid. The “off-

grid prosumer” therefore entirely relies on PV array, as well as electric battery and

hydrogen seasonal storage.

• The focus of this report is on consumers in urban, suburban, rural and remote areas

under year-round tariff under the following service classifications: urban residential,

residential, R1 and R2 residential [3]. This study considers a typical natural-gas

heated household.

• It is assumed that the electricity bill structure presented in Section 2 remains
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unchanged in the future, and that the Ontario government and the OEB will pursue

their current energy policy strategy.

• It is assumed that in line with other jurisdictions, Ontario exited FIT program and

net metering is the only rewarding scheme available for prosumers.

• Legal and technological issues behind the novel way of system operation are not

considered. This means that it is assumed that there are no limitations to enablers

of prosumers creation, such as implementation of RES, storage technologies and

smart metering technologies.

• No temporary COVID-19-related measures were considered. The report assumes

that the electricity rates are at their pre-pandemic level with mid-peak and tier

rates around 0.1 CAD/kWh. In addition, no local fixed or variable adjustments,

such as deferrals or variances of any kind, were considered.

3 Representation of all households in a jurisdiction

by typical household consumers

To evaluate how residential consumers may contribute to the global performance indi-

cators of the entire jurisdiction, it is essential to model an appropriate number of repre-

sentative household agents and to identify how many households will act in the similar

way.

3.1 Number of intelligent household agents

The important question is how many household agents must be included in the energy

system model of a jurisdiction (Figure 1a) to realistically represent policy impacts. The

choice of the number of agents depends on environmental conditions, tariff policies and

household load profiles in a jurisdiction. For example, in a municipality, electricity

tariffs, environmental conditions (solar irradiation, ambient temperature) and type of

appliances used in households are usually very similar. In this case, one household agent

may be sufficient to represent most household. In larger jurisdictions, such as province

or country, tariffs are different in different distribution areas; environmental conditions

change depending on latitude, air masses and wind, elevation, relief and ocean current;

electric appliances in households and their use may be different (for example, a strong

reliance on air conditioners in south). In this case, for large jurisdictions the number of

household agents must be increased to account for these differences. For Ontario we follow
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the approach currently used by the OEB: policy impact on a household bill is evaluated

for each distribution area through a household with a typical monthly consumption

[12]. This typical consumption represents an average consumption calculated based on

all Ontario households. It is defined using data for several years: the previous annual

consumption reported by residential users and the total number of customers each year

[13]. In 2020 the standard level of consumption for an Ontario household was determined

to be 700 kWh/month [10]. Our model uses 67 typical household agents corresponding

to the 67 distribution areas (Figure 4) of service classification stated in our assumptions

(Section 2.4).

3.2 Strategic decisions of households with different average monthly

consumption

To evaluate results of collective behavior of Ontario’s households it is important to iden-

tify how many households will behave in a same way. The OEB uses the typical household

per distribution area to evaluate policy impact on the electricity bill [13]. However, in

our case households with different average monthly consumption may behave differently

in terms of strategic decisions for deployment of technologies. We conducted a sensitivity

analysis by considering a household in Atikokan. We considered a basic scenario of 2%

technology investment costs increase (Appendix C). We vary average monthly electric-

ity consumption levels from 400 to 1,000 kWh/month and, as a consequence, an annual

power peak of a household load model from 0.9 to 2.25 kW (see Appendix C and [14]

for more information about the load model). The strategic investment and operational

decisions are simulated with the optimization model presented in Appendix B.2 for a

30-year horizon. At the end of this simulation horizon an Atikokan household may re-

main a conventional consumer (in white on Figure 6), become a prosumer by deploying

a PV array (in green on Figure 6) or an advanced prosumer with a PV array and an

electric battery (in blue on Figure 6). Ultimately, a household may decide to go off-grid

by deploying a sufficient PV capacity and a seasonal storage (in red in Figure 6). The

household strategy changes with the increase of total variable rates and fixed charges:

a household starts to invest in technologies to move from a conventional consumer to-

wards a prosumer. The household strategy also changes with the increase of average

monthly consumption: higher consumption combined with higher increase of variable

rate pushes household to disconnect. We use xmin and xmax to denote the size of the

consumption window around 700 kWh/month where households will behave in the same

way. For example, for 2% of variable rate and fixed charges increase, xmin is equal to

-200 kWh/month and xmax is equal to 300 kWh/month; for 4% of variable rate and fixed
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charges increase, xmin is equal to -300 kWh/month and xmax is equal to 50 kWh/month.

Strategic decisions of a household in Atikokan:

Conventional consumer
Prosumer with PV array
Advanced prosumer with PV array and electric battery
Off-grid prosumer with PV array, electric battery and seasonal storage
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Figure 6: Strategic decisions of an Atikokan household depending on the average monthly
consumption, annual increase of fixed charges and variable rates.

Note that this aspect requires a more extended analysis in the future since the size

of a consumption window where consumers behave in a same way may also change by

distribution area.

3.3 Number of households with the same strategic decisions

The last step is to define how many real households are represented by each of these typ-

ical consumers. In the absence of access to the OEB consumption measurement data we

rely on the study of probability distribution functions (PDF) of electricity use in detached

houses in Sweden [15]. This study shows that a Weibull PDF has a reasonable overall

goodness of fit both in terms of electricity use and standard deviation. We therefore

assumed that Ontario consumption data for single-detached households is distributed in

the same way as in Sweden.
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Figure 7: Weibull distribution of average monthly electricity consumption levels of house-
holds in Ontario.

To construct a Weibull distribution of household electricity consumption in Ontario,

we used various available measurements. The available data from 25 households mon-

itored in the Greater Toronto Area from [16] shows that the average monthly usage

of the majority of households ranges between 608 and 1,216 kWh/month. Despite one

household with average monthly consumption above 1,825 kWh/month, the average daily

electricity consumptions of the households in each category are not widely distributed.

Another study [17] reports (based on 23 households in Ottawa) the maximum annual

peak to be less than 1.1 kW which is equivalent to a typical consumption of less than

486 kWh/month. By using this data, we adjusted Weibull distribution parameters to

obtain a PDF with a mean of 700 kWh/month (Figure 7).

We calculated cumulative distribution functions F (xmax) and F (xmin) for each tariff

scenario (illustrated in Figure 6) and identified Delta, the percentage of the consumption

data lying in this interval. In general, the percentage of the households behaving as a

typical household varies between 31% to 52%. For our analysis we assume Delta = 40%.
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Figure 8: Percentage of the single-detached households behaving similar to a typical
household.

According to the 2016 census [18], Ontario has 2,806,862 of private single-detached

houses, from which 40% or 1,122,744 units may behave as a typical household. In the

absence of the exact number of consumers living in private single-detached houses in

each municipality we assume that they are distributed proportionally to the number

of private dwelling in these municipalities. This assumption gives the distribution of

private single-detached houses by Ontario’s municipalities presented in Appendix A.

The global performance indicators for different policy pathways are calculated based on

these numbers.

4 Global performance KPI

The global KPI used by a policy-maker to evaluate performance of the energy policy

pathways in terms of their contribution to deep decarbonization and electrification of

the Ontario energy system are:

• Total installed non-hydro renewable capacity (net metering), MW

• Total installed battery storage capacity (net metering), MW
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• Average total annual PV generation (net metering), GWh/year

• Annual CO2 emissions savings in power generation (net metering), megaton CO2

eq/year

• Load disconnected from the grid, MW

• Average reduction of variable electricity bill part (net metering), %

• Policy cost in rebates for all typical households of a jurisdiction, Million CAD

We rely on the Evolving scenario from the report on Canada’s Energy Future 2020

[19] to define potential 2050 goals of Ontario’s power system. This scenario advises

that by 2050, total non-hydro renewable capacity including solar, wind and biofuels

in Canada will be more than triple the 2018 levels [19]. This implies that Ontario

non-hydro renewable capacity of 8,125 MW recorded for 2020 (combines systems at

transmission and distribution levels) may reach 24,400 MW in 2050 (from which around

8,000 MW may be solar capacity). By considering the average Ontario solar production of

1,166 kWh/kW/year [20], this solar capacity may generate annually around 9,250 GWh.

The Evolving scenario expects a considerable increase of utility scale battery storage to

support large additions of solar by 2050. Under the assumption that battery storage

capacity must represent around 40% - 50% of the solar capacity to efficiently mitigate

various load variations [21], the total battery storage capacity in Ontario must reach

around 4,000 MW in 2050. We assume that CO2 emissions from Ontario’s electricity

sector in 2050 will remain the same as recorded in 2017, i.e., 2 Mt of CO2 eq/year or

3% of total Canadian GHG emissions attributable to power generation [22]. Indicators,

such as load disconnected from the grid, average reduction of variable electricity bill part

and policy cost in rebates do not have specific 2050 targets. The reference net metering

in indicators’ titles indicates that these KPI are evaluated only for the grid-connected

prosumers. Formulas for calculating different indicators are presented in Appendix B.3.

5 Application

5.1 Step 1. Selected policy pathways for the long-term

The simulation model separately takes into account fixed services charges and variable

rate. Variable rate represents a sum of electricity rate, as well as per kWh costs for

distribution, transmission and connection. Rates and charges for the beginning of the

planning horizon are those from 2019 [3]. The important question is “How to set the

annual increases of total variable rates and fixed charges?”
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According to our study, starting from 2006 the total electricity bills in Ontario in-

creases in average by 5.5% every year (before the addition of OER) for the same average

consumption (transition years when the OEB decreased the average consumption of On-

tario’s households are not considered). This bill increase can be obtained by different

combinations of annual increases for variable rates and fixed charges. Figure 9 shows the

Pareto front of tariffs’ increase identified for a household in Atikokan. If the annual bill

increase represents 4% then the Pareto front will move to the left, whereas an increase

of the bill below 5.5% will move the Pareto front to the right (not illustrated in Figure

9).
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Figure 9: Pareto front of possible annual variable rates and fixed charges increase.

In this report we test two policy pathways shown in Table 1. Policy pathway N1

is similar to the current Ontario policy leading to the 5.5% of annual bill increase and

2% increase after the application of rebate. In the absence of clear directives about the

OER program, it is assumed that the rebate will be active for the first five years of the

planning horizon, and that afterwards the increase of the electricity bill will be 5.5%

every year. Annual increases of fixed charges and variable rate are also selected close to

real situation in Ontario, where fixed charges gain around 3% each year. This makes the

annual increase of variable rates equal to 7.2%.

Policy pathway N2 assumes that the increase of the electricity bill can be contained

by some means to a 4% of annual increase. The annual increase of fixed charges is 3% as

for the policy pathway N1, and the annual increase of variable rates is 4.5%. Section 5.5
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provides examples of possible mechanisms that can be used to decrease the electricity

bill.

The duration of the planning horizon is 30 years, from 2020 to 2050.

Table 1: Tariff policy pathways.

Details Policy pathway N1 -

Actual pricing with

rebate

Policy pathway N2 -

Alternative pricing

without rebate

Average annual increase of the ac-

tual bill, %

5.51 41

Rebate, % of the actual bill 21.2 (5 years) none

Annual rebate increase, % 2 none

TOU mid-peak/average tier,

CAD/kWh

0.1 0.1

Annual fixed charges increase, % 31 31

Annual total variable rate in-

crease, %

7.191 4.481

Deployment of technologies PV array, electric bat-

tery & hydrogen sea-

sonal storage

PV array, electric bat-

tery & hydrogen sea-

sonal storage

PV integration scheme net metering net metering

1 From Figure 9.

5.2 Step 2. Data collection

The simulation relies on the open-source data related to the electricity rates and charges,

technical specifications and costs of the commercially available technologies, and envi-

ronmental and operational conditions for various locations in Ontario. The details about

each type of data and its origin are given in Appendix C.

5.3 Step 3. Global effects for Ontario

At different times of the planning horizon and depending on tariff policy, households may

select a different consumption strategy among the following: conventional consumers,

prosumers with PV array, advanced prosumers with PV array and electric battery, and

off-grid prosumers with PV array. Figure 10a shows the results for the pathway N1. Al-

ready in 2021 it becomes interesting for Ontario’s households to invest in PV and become
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prosumers. By 2050 it becomes economically rational for the majority of households to

increase its self-generation and self-consumption: PV would be expanded and electric

battery installed (Figure 10b). Furthermore, in some sensitive locations the model sug-

gests that the physical disconnection may be considered by households as a possible

option. These locations are characterized by particularly high fixed costs and variable

charges. Similarly, under the pathway N2 the simulation model suggests a development of

PV prosumers already in 2021 all around Ontario (Figure 11a). By 2050, all households

rely on prosumer strategies but remain connected to the grid due to a more moderate

rates increase (Figure 11b).

Figure 12 illustrates potential contributions of both policy pathways to the global

2050 goals for Ontario’s power system (defined in Section 4). Both policies may add

around 28% to the total installed non-hydro renewable capacity in Ontario by 2050. The

installed PV in households may provide around 55% of the total expected annual PV

generation in 2050. Self-generation and self-consumption with small-scale PV generators

may contribute around 8% of the target for net-zero emissions in Ontario’s power gen-

eration. More than 55% of the desired battery storage capacity in the province may be

achieved via small-scale prosumers with the policy pathway N1, while pathway N2 may

provide 46.5% of that battery storage capacity.
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Figure 10: Households consumption strategies for the policy pathway N1 in 2021 and
2050.
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Figure 11: Households consumption strategies for the policy pathway N2 in 2021 and
2050.
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Both policies reduce the variable portion of the electricity bill. Pathway N1 requires

more than CAD 1,560 Million for rebate payments and it may lead to the physical

disconnection of 6,150 households or around 7.38 MW from the grid.

Policy pathway N1 - Actual pricing with rebate
Policy pathway N2 - Alternative pricing without
rebate

2050 goals for On-
tario’s power system

Total installed non-hydro
renewable capacity (net
metering), MW

24,400 MW
6,908

6,991

Total installed battery
storage capacity (net me-
tering), MW

4,000 MWh2,215

1,861

Average total annual PV
generation (net metering),
MWh/year

9,250 GWh/year
5,065

5,124

Load disconnected from
the grid, MW

7.38

0

Annual CO2 emissions sav-
ings in power generation,
megaton CO2 eq/year

2 Mt CO2 eq/year0.157

0.159

Average reduction of vari-
able electricity bill part,
%

61

70

Policy cost in rebates for
all typical households of a
jurisdiction, Million CAD

1,560

0

Figure 12: Contributions of policy pathways to the global 2050 goals for the Ontario’s
power system.

5.4 Step 4. Policy effects for sensitive locations

We illustrate the effect of the two policy pathways for Chapleau, a township situated in

Sudbury District (Table 2). Figure 13 illustrates the decisions for a Chapleau household

in terms of annual cash flows. Under pathway N1 a typical household in this location

will tend to invest in a large PV system and seasonal storage to disconnect physically

from the grid (Figure 13a). This disconnection may happen only few years after the

rebate program is terminated, and the grid rates and charges start to generate excessive

electricity costs in a grid-connected mode. Even under the assumption that technologies

may generate additional expenses related to their maintenance and replacement (in case
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of major failure), the option to disconnect and rely on its own power generation seems

to be more interesting for a typical Chapleau household (Figure 14a). If the increase of

grid rates is not so fast and limited to 4% as in pathway N2, households in this location

will more likely remain on-grid (Figure 13b). In this case, it becomes advantageous for a

household to deploy a PV array which will be slightly expended around year 2030. At the

same time a household may invest in an electric battery to increase its self-consumption

and decrease the variable part of the remaining bill (Figure 14b).
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Figure 13: Annual investment and operation cash flows for a typical Chapleau household
under each policy pathway.
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Table 2: Simulation results for Chapleau household.

Details Policy pathway N1 -

Actual pricing with

rebate

Policy pathway N2 -

Alternative pricing

without rebate

Deployment of technologies 5 PV modules, hydro-

gen seasonal storage

2 PV modules, electric

battery

Prosumer total cash flows over 2021-2050 period

Electricity bill, 103 CAD 10.64 (8 years) 38.5

Investments, 103 CAD 102.761 27.491

Avoided costs, 103 CAD 75.92 22.3

Balance, 103 CAD 37.5 43.7

Benchmark - conventional consumer over 2021-2050 period

Electricity bill, 103 CAD 120.56 83.6

1 Installed, maintenance and replacement costs.

2 Including rebates.
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Figure 14: Example of power dispatch for a typical Chapleau household for the same
three days in March after year 2030 under each policy pathway.
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5.5 Step 5. Critical analysis and policy implications

Both policy pathways achieve similar results by 2050 in terms of total installed non-hydro

renewable and battery storage capacities, average annual PV generation, and annual

CO2 emissions savings. However, pathway N1 reveals multiple sensitive locations in

Ontario where prosumers may tend to disconnect by 2050 to rely on their own generators

and storage. The important observation is that these disconnections may occur almost

simultaneously in various province’s locations only a few years after the rebate program

is terminated. This may generate an important shock for Ontario’s energy system. This

policy is similar to the current Ontario policy: to allow important annual increases of

variable rates and fixed charges in different distribution areas, and to mitigate the total

annual bill increase by the application of rebates. The duration of this relief program

which requires considerable expanses is not clear, but it seems that these costs will be

paid back (at least partly) in the near future by consumers themselves through the GA.

If policy actions focus on the prevention of rapid bill increases then prosumers dis-

connection may be avoided. Alternatively the relief budget could be used partly to help

LDCs diversify their service offers, to help build micro grids for remote municipalities

(where rates are typically high), to develop new business models to stimulate the local

RES and storage markets, and to involve prosumers in providing demand response to

make them active and valuable players of Ontario’s energy system. If rates and charges

increase as in pathway N2, a policy-maker may achieve a considerable contribution to the

deep decarbonization and electrification goals of Ontario via grid-connected small-scale

prosumers. Not only the total RES installed capacity may be expanded, but also a large

electric storage capacity at residential level and prosumers involvement with demand

response may help further RES integration.

Prosumers disconnection is modeled with hydrogen seasonal storage (power-to-hydrogen-

to-power technology) already commercially available for household application in Ger-

many (see Appendix C for details). This type of technology may be potentially in-

cluded in Ontario low-carbon hydrogen strategy [23]. In this view, a policy-maker may

stimulate (through LDCs and appropriate policies) the deployment of such technology

not as the ultimate solution for prosumers disconnection but rather in support of grid-

connected prosumers. Power-to-hydrogen storage may help to address inter-seasonal and

inter-annual load variability and power-to-hydrogen-to-power may become a new type of

low-carbon dispatchable capacity providing reserve to the grid.

This study raised an important question about the accuracy of a typical household

concept for an optimal policy definition. The analysis in Section 3 showed that house-

holds with different average monthly consumption will react differently to policies, and
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the number of typical households in a jurisdiction will be less than 50%. A potential

solution may be to no longer rely on one typical household of 700 kWh/month, but to

analyze policy impact for a few households with each one representing a typical con-

sumption range (for example, from 0 to 500 kWh/month, from 500 kWh/month to 1,000

kWh/month and more than 1,000 kWh/month).

6 Model analysis and future developments

The presented model may be used directly by a policy-maker to design an optimal tariff

policy for residential consumers. For the moment the model is only accessible by authors,

however, we intend to work on model transfer and application to advice policy-makers

on real-life cases. Regarding model transparency, its structure, equations, parameter

values, and assumptions were made available through scientific publications, such as

[24], and workshops. These communications give general understanding of how the model

works, as well as provide technical information to evaluate the model at higher level of

mathematical and programming detail. The benefits and limitations of the model are as

follows:

• The present model is applicable to different jurisdictions. The number of agents

(typical households) and their locations must be adjusted. For example, to test

implications of different policies in Quebec, where all residential consumers pay

the same tariff, typical households and their number would be more likely selected

based on the difference in weather conditions (which will affect PV output).

• The present model is deterministic, it does not take into account possible uncertain-

ties related to the emergence of new technologies or other events. The introduction

of stochastic or robust models for uncertainty modeling may considerably affect

calculation time and required capacity. This may be not convenient for a policy-

maker. If the model remains deterministic a policy-maker may want to repeat the

policy simulation at least once per year to verify that the results are consistent

with recent developments.

• The present simulations were carried out considering linear variations in the tariff

and capital costs. Note that the inputs of policy pathways may be defined de-

pending on the policy-makers needs. For example, a policy-maker may define the

input values “manually” predefining annual cost drops or increases. Eventually,

these inputs can come from prediction models, such as methods for learning curve

estimation (dependence of capacity deployment and cost decrease) [25].
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• All inputs currently simulated with specific modeling toolboxes for our convenience

(e.g., household load, PV power output) could be replaced by data sets defined by

a policy-maker. In this case, a policy-maker will need only to respect data horizon,

time step and measurement units.

• The present simulation accounts only for PV panels as a renewable source. This

was guided by the choice of Ontario as a case study where wind resource in not

generally sufficient to power residential turbines of smaller height. Large capacity

onshore and offshore turbines, situated mainly in the South coastal area of Ontario,

are about four times higher accessing faster wind speeds at higher altitudes. Note

that a model for a wind turbine is available and could easily be integrated in the

prosumer decision-making model if desired.

Future developments are evisaged in three thrusts: scientific communication, model

licensing and technology transfer, and improvement of the algorithm and model.

First, we intend to publish the results of this study in a scientific paper. In addition

to making the study widely available, this publication will provide additional visibility

for the Energy Modelling Initiative (EMI) initiative. We are targeting the special issue

of Energy Strategy Reviews entitled ”Energy Modelling Platform for North America

(EMP-NA) – Open Modelling Projects”. This special issue aims to publish papers related

to open source modeling efforts, policy implications and analysis techniques, including

open data resources, that will benefit both academic researchers and policy makers in

developing sustainable energy pathways. Our abstract for this study has been accepted

and we were invited to submit a full-length scientific paper.

Second, we are exploring our options for model licensing and technology transfer. In

particular, we are keen to develop direct contacts with policy-makers in the provinces

and municipalities who may benefit from using our model to explore the implications of

different tariff policies,

Finally, several directions related to different aspects of the model could be integrated

in the agenda of the EMI initiative and developed during the next few years. First, we

can work on improving the algorithm itself. The iterative process required when a policy-

maker needs to manually adjust the policy and repeat the simulation (backward arrow

on flow chart of Figure 1a) could be replaced by an automatic policy search approach.

To do so, we would use a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) method. Starting with

the initial policy, DRL will call the existing household agents to simulate their responses

and will automatically evaluate whether the results meet criteria predefined by a policy-

maker (such as the installed capacities and carbon savings). If these criteria are not met,

DRL will automatically adjust the initial policy by learning from this feedback, run the
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simulation again, and evaluate the results. This process is iterated until a satisfactory

optimal policy is found. Second, it would be important to make our model more realistic

without increasing computational resources and time. In this direction, we could explore

further assumptions and simplifications for greater model scalability, such as how many

households must be modelled to realistically represent jurisdictions of different sizes at

municipal, provincial and national levels (see observation in Section 5.5). Third, the

model components could be further integrated and a user-friendly interface provided to

facilitate their use by policy-makers. Via this interface, a policy-maker would: 1) select

databases (already available online) to collect the inputs and automatically convert them

to the model format, 2) set up criteria for evaluating the results for a given policy and

determine if it is satisfactory, and 3) launch the simulation and automatically obtain the

results in the desired format.
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Appendix A Number of single-detached houses per

municipality
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Appendix B Decision-support model and KPI

B.1 Nomenclature

Sets

d ∈ J Distribution area d in a jurisdiction J

h ∈ H Power dispatch time step (h)

u ∈ UPV PV unit

y ∈ Y Strategic planning time step (year)

Parameters

ηbat/seas,ch Charging efficiencies of electric battery and hydrogen sea-

sonal storage (including electrolyzer, compression and storage

stages)

ηbat/seas,disch Discharging efficiencies of electric battery and hydrogen sea-

sonal storage (including fuel cell)

AEFJ Average Emission Factor (AEF) in a jurisdiction J

(g CO2eq/kWh)

Bill reductionJ,y Average reduction of a variable bill part (%)

celh,y Electricity load of the consumer at time step h at year y (kW )

cel.∆h,y Average electricity load of the consumer at time step h at year

y (kW )

Cavoided
y Total cost related to gains and avoided payments in electricity

bill at year y (CAD)

CapacitybatJ Total installed capacity of electric batteries in jurisdiction J

(MW )

CapacityPV
J Total installed PV capacity in jurisdiction J (MW )

Capacitybatd Total installed capacity of electric batteries in distribution

area d (MW )

CapacityPV
d Total installed PV capacity in distribution area d (MW )

CAPEXy Total capital investments in RES technologies at year y

(CAD)

CapexPV
u,y Installed cost of PV unit u at year y (CAD)

Capex
bat/seas
y Installed costs of electric battery and hydrogen seasonal stor-

age at year y (CAD)

CapexPV,repl
u,y Replacement cost of PV unit u at year y (CAD)

Capex
bat/seas,repl
y Replacement costs of electric battery and hydrogen seasonal

storage at year y (CAD)
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dPV/bat/seas Technologies’ warranty periods (year)

Disconnection potentialJTotal load disconnection potential in a jurisdiction J (MW )

EBy Yearly household electricity bill (CAD)

EoSPV EoS rate of PV technology

fdisc
y Discount factor at year y

fdisc,repl
y Discount factor for technology replacement at year y

fEoS,PV
u Factor of PV costs decrease due to EoS at year y

F ixy Fixed charges at year y (CAD/kWh)

GenerationPV
J,y Total annual PV generation in a jurisdiction J at year y

(GWh/year)

Hd Number of typical households in distribution area d

H
xOff
y

d Number of typical households prompt to disconnect in distri-

bution area d

OPEXy Total operation cost of RES technologies at year y (CAD)

OpexPV
u,y Operation cost of PV unit u at year y (CAD)

Opex
bat/seas
y Operation costs of electric battery and hydrogen seasonal stor-

age at year y (CAD)

pPV
h,y Available PV power at time step h at year y (kW )

Policy costJ Total policy cost for a jurisdiction J (MillionCAD)

r Discount rate

R
bat/seas
h,y state of charge (SOC)s of electric battery and hydrogen sea-

sonal storage (in energy content equivalent) at the time step

h at year y (kWh)

Rbat/seas,Min/Max Minimum and maximum acceptable levels of charge of electric

battery and hydrogen seasonal storage kWh

Rbat/seas,ch,Min/Max Minimum and maximum power to be charged to electric bat-

tery and hydrogen seasonal storage (kW )

Rbat/seas,disc,Min/Max Minimum and maximum power to be discharged from electric

battery and hydrogen seasonal storage (kW )

Rebatey OER at year y (CAD)

REPLACEy Total replacement cost of RES technologies at year y (CAD)

SavingsCO2
J,y Total annual CO2 savings in a jurisdiction J at year y

(GWh/year)

V ary Total variable electricity rate at year y (CAD/kWh)

V arNM
y Total variable electricity rate that may be credited under net

metering scheme at year y (CAD/kWh)
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Variables

δ
bat/seas,ch/disch
h,y Binary decision variables for charging and discharging of elec-

tric battery and hydrogen seasonal storage at time step h at

year y

bh,y Power from the grid at time step h at year y (kW )

lPV
h,y Power used from PV at time step h at year y (kW )

R
bat/seas,ch/disch
h,y Power charged or discharged from electric battery and hydro-

gen seasonal storage at time step h at year y (kW )

wPV
h,y PV power excess at time step h at year y (kW )

xPV
u,y Binary decision variable for deployment of PV unit u at year

y

x
bat/seas
y Binary decision variables for deployment of electric battery or

hydrogen seasonal storage at year y

xFix
y Binary decision variable to ensure that fixed charges and re-

bate are paid in the on-grid mode at year y

xOff
y Binary decision variable eliminating fixed charges and rebate

in the off-grid mode at year y

B.2 Optimization model

The decision-making model is based on the consumer objective of total expenses mini-

mization over a long-term planning horizon Y (Figure 15). This model, first presented

during the General Meeting of PES IEEE in August 2020 and published in [24], was

specifically upgraded for this report. The present model is now able to simulate the

entire transformation pathway from a conventional on-grid consumer to an off-grid pro-

sumer with seasonal storage. Indexes h and y state for hour and year, respectively, so

h ∈ [0, ..., H] and y ∈ [0, ..., Y ]. Index u ∈ [0, ..., UPV ] states for PV unit to deploy.

The total objective function is defined as the sum of annual electricity bills EBy, capi-

tal investments CAPEXy in technologies, operational expenses OPEXy to operate and

maintain these technologies and annual avoided costs Cavoided
y Eq. (2).

Minimize
∑
y∈Y

fdisc
y

[
EBy + CAPEXy +REPLACEy +OPEXy − Cavoided

y

]
(2)
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Photovoltaic
array pPV

h,y

Household
load celh,y

Electric
battery Rh,y

Hydrogen-
based

storage

lPV
h,y

Rbat,ch
h,y Rseas,ch

h,y

Rbat,disc
h,y

Rseas,disc
h,y

bh,ywPV
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Short-term electricity storage

Smart home

Seasonal energy storage

xPV
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xbat
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xFix
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xOff
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y

Tariff conditions Investment conditions
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Figure 15: Prosumer abstract scheme updated from [24].

B.2.1 Strategic planning

CAPEXy including investments in PV array CapexPV
u,y , in electric battery Capexbaty and

in seasonal storage Capexseasy has been divided into two terms: (i) initial investment cost

at y = 0 (3) and (ii) deployment cost for the remaining future planning horizon for y =

1, ..., Y (4). The deployment decision is made by taking into account one replacement by

an equivalent technology of the same capacity and performance at the end of technology

lifespan. Lifespans of the PV array, electric battery and seasonal storage are denoted

dPV , dbat and dseas, respectively (5) - (6). If the potential replacement time falls after

the end of the total planning horizon Y , it is assumed that the replacement cost is equal

to the technology cost at y = Y (7). Similar to the capital investments, the operational

expenses OPEXy accounts for PV OpexPV
u,y , electric battery Opexbaty and seasonal storage

Opexseasy maintenance (8).

The consumer minimizes his expenses by making strategic annual decisions on de-

ployment of PV array units, electric battery and seasonal storage represented by binary

decision arrays xPV
u,y , and decision variables xbaty and xseasy , respectively (9). Constraint

(10) ensures that if a seasonal storage for the off-grid scheme is deployed the optimiza-

tion model deploys enough PV capacity for the consumer to be self-sufficient. Consumer

may decide to progressively expand his renewable capacities by adding additional units

to already existing units. Constraint (11) ensures that the deployed capacity cannot be

reduced in future. Constraint (12) stipulates that the deployment is progressive. The

Economy of Scale (EoS) factors fEoS,PV
u accounts for the potential reduction in invest-

ment and operational cost based on the capacity expansion (13). The discount factor
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serves to define the value of future cash flows (14). In the case of replacement cost, the

calculation accounts for the year of reinvestment (15).

CAPEXy =
∑

u∈UPV

CapexPV
u,y · fEoS,PV

u · xPV
u,y + Capexbaty · xbaty + Capexseasy · xseasy , y = 0

(3)

CAPEXy =
∑

u∈UPV

CapexPV
u,y · fEoS,PV

u · (xPV
u,y − xPV

u,y−1) + Capexbaty · (xbaty −

xbaty−1) + Capexseasy · (xseasy − xseasy−1 ), y = 1, ..., Y,∀y
(4)

REPLACEy =
∑

u∈UPV

CapexPV,repl
u,y · fEoS,PV

u · xPV
u,y + Capexbat,reply · xbaty +

Capexseas,reply · xseasy , y = 0

(5)

REPLACEy =
∑

u∈UPV

CapexPV,repl
u,y · fEoS,PV

u · (xPV
u,y − xPV

u,y−1) + Capexbat,reply · (xbaty −

xbaty−1) + Capexseas,reply · (xseasy − xseasy−1 ), y = 1, ..., Y,∀y
(6)

CapexPV/bat/seas,repl
u,y =

Capex
PV/bat/seas

u,y+dPV/bat/seas , if y 6 Y − dPV/bat/seas

Capex
PV/bat/seas
u,Y , otherwise

(7)

OPEXy =
∑

u∈UPV

OpexPV
u,y · fEoS,PV

u · xPV
u,y +Opexbaty · xbaty +Opexseasy · xseasy ,∀y (8)

0 6 xPV
u,y 6 1, 0 6 xbaty 6 1, 0 6 xseasy 6 1,∀u, y (9)

0 6 xseasy 6 xPV
u,y ,∀u, y (10)

xPV
u,y−1 6 xPV

u,y , x
bat
y−1 6 xbaty , xseasy−1 6 xseasy , ∀u, y (11)
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xPV
u,y 6 xPV

u−1,t, ∀u, y (12)

fEoS,PV
u = uEoSPV − (u− 1)EoSPV

,∀u = 1, ..., UPV (13)

fdisc
y =

1

(1 + r)y
,∀y (14)

fdisc,repl
y =

1/(1 + r)y+dPV/bat/seas
, if y 6 Y − dPV/bat/seas

1/(1 + r)Y , otherwise
(15)

B.2.2 Operation planning

The annual electricity bill (16) and avoided costs (17) depend on the variable rates

(CAD/kWh) and fixed monthly charges (CAD). The annual electricity bill also includes

possibleRebatey (OER) offered by the electricity provider. V ary agglomerates all variable

costs including energy and power rate, and distribution and transmission rates. Fixy

represents fixed service charges. The annual avoided cost also includes a variable rate

V arNM
y used to simulate a Met Metering scheme. The binary decision variable xFix

y

ensures that fixed charges are paid when the consumer is physically connected to the

grid (18). These fixed charges may be eliminated only if the seasonal storage is deployed

(which supposes a possibility for physical disconnection from the grid). It is achieved

with a binary decision variable xOff
y (19). Similar to the fixed charges, the consumer

receives Rebatey when he is connected to the grid; this rebate is eliminated from the

equation when he disconnects. The operation planning model optimizes power dispatch

at hourly basis by deciding the optimal power bh,y purchased from the grid, lPV
h,y used

from the locally installed PV array, R
bat/seas,ch
h,y and R

bat/seas,disc
h,y charged and discharged

to/from the electric battery or hydrogen seasonal storage. The remaining wPV
h,y is used

as a credit in net metering. Equations (20) - (23) are power balance equations for power

dispatch at each time h. Equations (24) and (25) provide dynamics for electric battery

and seasonal storage charge and discharge, where R
bat/seas
h,y is the level of charge at time

h, and ηbat/seas,ch and ηbat/seas,disc are charging and discharging efficiencies. Charging and

discharging power is bounded by minimum and maximum charging (Rbat/seas,ch,Min and

Rbat/seas,ch,Max) and discharging (Rbat/seas,disc,Min and Rbat/seas,disc,Max) power in (26) and

(27). Binary decision arrays δ
bat/seas,ch
h,y and δ

bat/seas,disc
h,y ensure that the battery cannot

be charged and discharged at the same time h if the battery is available (28) and (29).

To ensure a power flow conservation, battery charge at the end of the operational period
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must be higher or equal to the initial battery charge (30).

EBy =
∑
h∈H

bh,y · V ary + Fixy · (xFix
y − xOff

y )−Rebatey · (xFix
y − xOff

y ),∀h, y (16)

Cavoided
y =

∑
h∈H

[
(lPV

h,y +Rbat,disc
h,y ) · V ary + wPV

h,y · V arNM
y

]
+ xOff

y · Fixy,∀h, y (17)

0 6 xFix
y 6 1, xFix

y > 1, ∀y (18)

0 6 xOff
y 6 1, xOff

y 6 xseasy ,∀y (19)

0 6 lPV
h,y 6 celh,y, 0 6 wPV

h,y 6 pPV
h,y , 0 6 bh,y 6 celh,y,∀h, y (20)

pPV
h,y ·

∑
u∈UPV

xPV
u,y − celh,y > wPV

h,y − bh,y −R
bat,disc
h,y +Rbat,ch

h,y −Rseas,disc
h,y +Rseas,ch

h,y ,∀h, y (21)

pPV
h,y ·

∑
u∈UPV

xPV
u,y > lPV

h,y + wPV
h,y +Rbat,ch

h,y +Rseas,ch
h,y ,∀h, y (22)

celh,y 6 lPV
h,y + bh,y +Rbat,disc

h,y +Rseas,disc
h,y ,∀h, y (23)

R
bat/seas
h,y 6 R

bat/seas
h−1,y −

R
bat/seas,disc
h,y

ηbat/seas,disc
+ ηbat/seas,ch ·Rbat/seas,ch

h,y ,∀h, y (24)

Rbat/seas,Min · xbat/seasy 6 R
bat/seas
h,y 6 Rbat/seas,Max · xbat/seasy ,∀h, y (25)

δ
bat/seas,ch
h,y ·Rbat/seas,ch,Min 6 ηbat/seas,ch·Rbat/seas,ch

h,y 6 δ
bat/seas,ch
h,y ·Rbat/seas,ch,Max,∀h, y (26)
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δ
bat/seas,disc
h,y ·Rbat/seas,disc,Min 6

R
bat/seas,disc
h,y

ηbat/seas,disc
≤ celh,y,∀h, y (27)

0 6 δ
bat/seas,ch
h,y 6 1, 0 6 δ

bat/seas,disch
h,y 6 1,∀h, y (28)

δ
bat/seas,ch
h,y + δ

bat/seas,disch
h,y 6 xbat/seasy ,∀h, y (29)

Rh=0,y · xbat/seasy 6 Rh=H,y,∀y (30)

B.3 KPI for policy pathways assessment

Total installed PV capacities CapacityPV
J (in MW) and battery storage CapacitybatJ (in

MW) in a jurisdiction J at the end of planning horizon are calculated as a sum of installed

capacities in a typical household CapacityPV
c in each distribution area d multiplied by

Hd number of typical households in each area.

CapacityPV
J =

J∑
d

[CapacityPV
c ·Hd] · 10−3 (31)

CapacitybatJ =
J∑
d

[Capacitybatc ·Hd] · 10−3 (32)

Average annual PV generation GenerationPV
J (in GWh/year) in a jurisdiction J is

calculated for the last year of the planning horizon as a sum of useful generation lPV
h,y

from PV system and Rdisc
h,y electric battery in a typical household in each distribution

area multiplied by Hd number of typical households in each area.

GenerationPV
J,y =

J∑
d

[
H∑
h

(lPV
h,y +Rdisc

h,y ) ·Hd] · 10−6 (33)

Total annual CO2 savings (in Mt CO2 eq per year) in a jurisdiction J is calculated

for last year of the planning horizon as a sum of avoided CO2 emissions achieved with

lPV
h,y from PV system and Rdisc

h,y electric battery in a typical household in each distribution

area multiplied by Hd number of typical households in each area. Possible CO2 reduction

per kWh is evaluated with AEF equal to 31 g CO2 eq per kWh [26].
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SavingsCO2
J,y =

J∑
d

[
H∑
h

(lPV
h,y +Rbat,disc

h,y ) · AEFJ ·Hd] · 10−6 (34)

Electricity affordability provides estimation of average reduction % for a variable part

of an annual electricity bill for a typical household in a province at the end of a planning

horizon. The monetary equivalent of an electricity bill may be calculated further for each

distribution area depending on local rates and charges.

Bill reductionJ,y =
J∑
d

[
H∑
h

(lPV
h,y +Rbat,disc

h,y )

celh,y
·Hd] (35)

Policy cost (in Million CAD) evaluates the expenses for rebates paid to typical con-

sumers over the entire planning horizon.

Policy costJ =
J∑
d

Rebatey ·Hd · 10−6 (36)

We evaluate contributions of changing household behavior to the Ontario’s energy

system reliability for a worst case scenario of household physical disconnection from the

grid. Disconnection potential (MW) is a sum ofH
xOff
y =1

d households prompt to disconnect

per distribution area multiplied by an average household load cel.∆y .

Disconnection potentialJ =
J∑
d

cel.∆y ·HxOff
y =1

d · 10−3 (37)
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Appendix C Data and model inputs

Model input Description Sources

Electricity tariffs

Variable rates,

CAD/kWh

The report considers pre pandemic TOU rates. Other variable transmis-

sion and distribution rates for different municipalities are those from 2020

reported by the OEB.

• Historical electric-

ity rates, i.e., TOU

and tired tariffs [2]

• Electricity trans-

mission and dis-

tribution rates

[3]

Fixed charges,

CAD

Fixed service charges for different municipalities are those from 2020 re-

ported by the OEB.

• Electricity trans-

mission and dis-

tribution rates

[3]
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Model input Description Sources

Technologies installed costs and future tendencies

PV module,

CAD/kW

The Government of Canada reports that the cost of residential PV instal-

lation in Canada was 3,197 CAD/kW in 2019 and may decrease within

ten years to 2,252 CAD/kW in an optimistic scenario (a cost reduction of

approximately 30%) [27]. Furthermore, government of Canada [27] states

that the residential PV installation cost in provinces with experience in

solar installations (such as Ontario) is already equal to the installed cost

of an optimistic scenario. This is confirmed by [20], which records that

in 2019 Ontario had the lowest installed costs of any Canadian province:

2,280 - 2,780 CAD/kW. This report considers the installed PV cost of 2,280

CAD/kW and 2% of annual cost decrease.

• Comprehensive en-

ergy use database

[27]

• Cost of solar power

in Canada [20]

• Detailed analysis of

PV cost trends [14]

Electric battery,

CAD/kWh

Based on the detailed analysis of seven commercially available residential

batteries the investment cost is assumed to be 1,560 CAD/kWh. Following

the most optimistic trend, the battery installation cost may decrease by

approximately 35% between 2019 and 2030 [28]. This report considers an

average 2% of annual cost decrease.

• Market available

residential batter-

ies with indicative

costs [29, 30]

• Detailed analysis

of electric batteries

cost trends [14]
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Model input Description Sources

Hydrogen sea-

sonal storage

The hydrogen-based seasonal storage technology that can deliver up to

6 MWh of energy (electricity plus thermal) is commercialized for around

80,000 CAD since 2018 [31]. In report we consider only the electricity com-

ponent, therefore only the storage cost share of around 55,000 CAD was

considered. Experts estimate that costs of different equipment may be re-

duced by at least 17% by 2030 [32, 33]. This report considers an average

2% of annual cost decrease.

• Market available

hydrogen-based

storage [31]

• Detailed analysis

of hydrogen equip-

ment cost trends

[14]

Technologies technical specifications

PV array 3 kW mono-crystalline module, up to 5 modules to be deployed at one

household premises

• Market available

modules and their

technical specifica-

tions [34]

• Weather-corrected

PV module perfor-

mance [35]

Electric battery Electric battery of 4 kWh usable capacity and fast charging/discharging

technology.

• Market available

residential electric

batteries [29, 30]
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Model input Description Sources

Hydrogen sea-

sonal storage

Hydrogen-based seasonal storage which allows power-to-gas and gas-to-

power conversion. The technology includes two types of installations, i.e.,

energy center (including electric battery, power electronics, ventilation unit,

electrolyzer and fuel cell) and seasonal energy storage (including compact

compressor unit and hydrogen storage). It requires in total around 6.3 m3

to install 4.6 t of equipment. The off-grid scheme for a household situated in

Atikokan would require approximately 2,600 kWh hydrogen-based seasonal

storage powered by a 15 kW PV array.

• Market available

hydrogen-based

seasonal storage

[36, 37]

• Example of a real-

life application [38]

• Conversion effi-

ciency of different

equipment [32, 39,

40]

Environmental and operational conditions

Solar irradia-

tion, kW/m2

GHI is used to represent a typical hourly solar availability • Solar resources for

different Canada’s

municipalities [41]

Ambient tem-

perature, °C
Typical hourly ambient temperature in a household location over a year. • Weather statistics

for Canada [42]
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Model input Description Sources

PV power out-

put, kWh

The output from the PV array is calculated using the mathematical model

accounting for the technical characteristics of the panels, the GHI and the

loss of module efficiency with the increase of ambient temperature.

• First model presen-

tation and justifi-

cation [43, 44]

• Model application

and analysis for

a case study of

Atikokan (Ontario)

[14]

Household load,

kW

To simulate the load profile, the top-down approach, based on detailed

chronological collection of overall electricity demand, is used. The model

relies on the maximum hourly peak load over a year set to 1.58 kW which

corresponds to 700 kWh of average monthly household electricity consump-

tion in Ontario. Note, the load model provides an average smooth load

profile, which will differ from the real-time measurements of a single house-

hold.

• Detailed presenta-

tions of load model

[45]

• Load profile analy-

sis and model cali-

bration for Ontario

household [14]


